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ABSTRACT: Exfoliated kaolinite nanosheets (EXK) and their
hybridization with β-cyclodextrin (β-CD/EXK) were evaluated as
potential-enhanced adsorbents of methyl parathion (MP) in
synergetic investigations to determine the effects of the different
modification procedures. The adsorption behaviors were described
on the basis of the energetic steric and energetic factors of the
specific advanced equilibrium models (monolayer model of one
energy). The functionalization process with β-CD enhanced the
adsorption behaviors of MP considerably to 350.6 mg/g in
comparison to EXK (291.7 mg/g) and natural kaolinite (K) (244.7
mg/g). The steric studies revealed a remarkable improvement in
the quantities of the existing receptors after exfoliation (Nm =
134.4 mg/g) followed by β-CD hybridization (Nm = 162.3 mg/g)
as compared to K (75.7 mg/g), which was reflected in the determined adsorption capacities of MP. Additionally, each active free site
of β-CD/EXK can adsorb about 3 molecules of MP, which occur in a vertical orientation by types of multimolecular mechanisms.
The energetic investigations of Gaussian energy (<8.6 kJ/mol) and adsorption energy (<40 kJ/mol) validate the physical adsorption
of MP, which might involve the cooperation of dipole bonding forces, van der Waals, and hydrogen bonding. The properties and
entropy values, free enthalpy, and intern energy as the investigated thermodynamic functions declared the exothermic and
spontaneous behaviors of the MP adsorption.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the succeeding decades, intensive industrial and agricultural
operations resulted in massive volumes of discharged waste-
water with substantial levels of soluble inorganic and organic
contaminants.1,2 Organic chemicals as water contaminants
included pesticides, detergents, synthetic textile dyes, beauty
products, medicinal residuals, pharmaceuticals, and disinfec-
tion.3,4 Due to their extensive use in agricultural operations, a
variety of pesticides have been documented as dissolved
hazardous chemicals in rivers and lakes.5,6 The majority of
pesticides are classified as extremely toxic and cancer-causing
contaminants, although they have an excellent effect on
promoting agricultural yield.7,8 Based on their chemical
properties, pesticides are divided into inorganic chemicals,
synthesized pyrethroids, organophosphates, carbamates, and
organochlorines.9

Organophosphates are a commonly employed pesticide in
agriculture owing to their great effectiveness and low cost.9,10

Parathion (O, O-diethyl-O-4-nitro-phenyl thiophosphate), a
highly effective and frequently employed organophosphorus
insecticide, has been extensively determined in the world’s
major sources of freshwater.11,12 The World Health Organ-
ization (WHO) designated parathion as an extremely

potentially toxic and carcinogenic chemical compound that
exhibits high levels of water solubility, migration and mobility,
biodegradability resistance, and penetration into soil.13,14 As a
result, its presence as an organic pollutant within groundwater
as well as surface water has been extensively documented,
causing significant dangerous and poisonous impacts on
human beings, mammals, and aquatic organisms, in addition
to its hindering effect on the acetylcholinesterase enzyme
within our nervous systems.13,15

Previous toxicity and environmental risks, as well as the deep
penetration qualities of parathion insecticides into the soil’s
profile until groundwater, have issued significant warnings for
developing appropriate remediation strategies for these types
of chemicals.15 Photocatalytic oxidation, filtration through
membranes, the coagulation process, and adsorption methods
are the most commonly employed techniques in the
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remediation of parathion insecticides.15,16 Adsorption methods
for removing such organic chemicals from water were
extensively advocated in subsequent periods as simple,
inexpensive, efficient, and recyclable techniques.17,18 The cost
of manufacturing, simplicity of fabricating, recycling potential,
adsorption kinetics, accessibility, and adsorption capacity were
considered while selecting the best materials to use as
adsorbents.12,19

As a result, synthesized adsorbents derived from naturally
occurring substances have recently been evaluated and
presented as highly efficient and prospective adsorbents that
might be employed for eliminating many different types of
organic contaminants from water.20,21 The purification of both
organic and inorganic contaminants has been recently
investigated using sophisticated modified varieties of clay
mineral as cost-effective, extremely effective, and environ-
mentally friendly structures.22,23 Kaolinite (K) is a type of
natural clay minerals that has a hydrated aluminum silicate
composition and 1:1 tetrahedron/octahedron multilayered
units.24−26 Despite the fact that K is abundant naturally and
relatively cost-effective as compared with other commercial
clay minerals such as montmorillonite, there are insufficient
studies on the mineral’s potential to serve as a precursor for
both environmental and medicinal uses.22,24,27 This was
attributed to the determinedly small surface area, limited ion
exchange potential, and poor ability to absorb soluble ions in
contrast with bentonite.28,29 As a result, a number of
modification methods, including organic hybridization, exfolia-
tion, scrolling, polymeric integration, and inorganic surface
decoration, have been effectively employed to improve both
the physical and chemical characteristics of K.29

Exfoliation of the multilayered silicate structures of the clay
minerals into separated forms of single silicate sheets with two-
dimensional geometry has emerged as an advanced mod-
ification method in recent years.22,25 This method has been
employed effectively to develop unique clay nanostructures
with outstanding surface reactivity, oxidization advantages,
surface area, adsorption capacity, and dispersion proper-
ties.24,30 However, whereas this technique has been widely
studied for montmorillonite, very few studies have been
conducted on exfoliating K and its related composites or
surface-functionalized structures.22,24 Furthermore, polymeric
hybridization of the K silicate surfaces with common
biopolymers produces innovative hybrid structures with
substantially enhanced organophilic properties and an
extensive quantity of active functional groups.31−33

β-Cyclodextrin (β-CD) is a frequently utilized and major
oligosaccharide that has been subjected to extensive study as a
vital part of different synthesized composites for a variety of
environmental uses.34,35 This was attributed mostly to its
chemical stability, accessibility, adsorption characteristics,
biosafety, and structural flexibility, which enabled its
incorporation into a variety of composite materials.36,37

Moreover, the β-CD form of the oligosaccharide was identified
as an excellent absorbent for a wide range of soluble inorganic
and organic chemicals in solutions, which could increase the
quantities of the existing active sites.38,39 However, several
previously published studies demonstrate that synthetic CD-
based composites as adsorbents offer an advantage over native
CDs that display significant water solubility by enabling
recovery and separation from the solutions, which is vital
during practical and realistic applications.39 Exfoliating K-
layered units into individual layers and functionalizing them

with the β-CD were expected to provide an advanced
adsorbent that might be used successfully to enhance the
removal of MP from water.
As a result, the research described here involved the

morphological modification of K into subsequently separated
and independent nanosheets (EXK) as well as their integration
with β-CD polymers (β-CD/EXK) as potential adsorbents
with enhanced capacities for MP toxic pesticide residuals. The
adsorption experiments were carried out considering the
effects of the various modification processes on the MP
adsorption characteristics, including raw K, exfoliated K
(EXK), and β-CD/EXK nanocomposite (β-CD/EXK) with
respect to the adsorbent/adsorbate interfaces. This has been
accomplished by employing experimental findings as well as
theoretical parameters derived from advanced equilibrium
models depending on the statistical physics theory considering
both steric and energetic functions.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Characterization of the Used Adsorbents. The

XRD patterns were used to evaluate the structural changes
during the formation of EXK and β-CD/EXK composites
(Figure 1). The triclinic natural K mineral as a precursor was

identified clearly based on its diffraction peaks [12.33° (001),
20.85° (−110), 24.87° (002), and 26.64° (111)] (Figure 1A).
After the modification of K particles with DMSO, the observed
pattern shows a remarkable reduction for the corresponding
peaks of K, with observable detection for the main peaks only
[(001) and (002)] at the deviated positions (Figure 1B). The
successful exfoliation of K was confirmed by the determined
XRD pattern, which characterizes the amorphous structure and
complete disappearance of the corresponding crystalline peaks
(Figure 1C). Comparing the obtained pattern of β-CD/EXK
with the diffraction pattern of the β-CD polymer confirmed the
successful hybridization of the EXK sheets with the polymer
chains (Figure 1D,E). The peaks of β-CD were observed in the
pattern of the β-CD/EXK composite, but with noticeable
shifting and reduction in their intensities as a result of the
interaction between the polymer and the chemical groups of
EXK particles (Figure 1E).

Figure 1. XRD patterns of K (A), DMSO-treated K (B), K after
exfoliation (EXK) (C), β-CD polymer (D), and β-CD/EXK
composite (E).
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The XRD findings are in agreement with the essential
observation of the FT-IR spectra of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
(Figure 2). The essential silicate chemical groups of K were

identified clearly from the present absorption bands in its FT-
IR spectrum (Si−O−Al (526 and 680 cm−1), Si−O (787 and
456 cm−1), Si−O−Si (1020 cm−1), O−H (1641 cm−1), Al−
OH (912 and 3500 cm−1), and Si−OH (3689 cm−1)) (Figure
2A).26,41,42 The spectrum of EXK declares no significant
changes in terms of the previously identified aluminosilicate
chemical groups of the K units (Figure 2B). The main changes
appear in the low intensities of the bands as well as their
fluctuation from their original positions, in addition to the
common splitting of the absorption bands at 900 and 1000
cm−1 (Figure 2B). This splitting is a strong indicator of the
successful exfoliation of the K basic units into separated and
monolayer sheets.28,49 The spectrum of β-CD/EXK was
compared to both the EXK and β-CD polymers (Figure
2C). The spectrum demonstrates the successful formation of

the composite as it displays complex chemical groups related
to both EXK (Si−O−Al (530 and 687 cm−1), Si−O (782 and
461 cm−1), Al−OH (918 and 3500 cm−1), Si−O−Si (1035
cm−1), and Si−OH (3690 cm−1)) and β-CD polymer (C�
(2932 cm−1), C�C (1658.6 cm−1), and C−O−C (1221
cm−1)) (Figure 2D).
The morphological impact of the different modification

steps was determined based on the HRTEM images (Figure
3). Regarding the raw K, its particles are characterized as
compacted pseudohexagonal flakes (Figure 3A). The HRTEM
images of EXK particles reflected the significant split of the K
layers, which were peeled away into monolayers (Figure 3B),
which appeared with smooth outlines in some investigated
images (Figure 3C). The EXK also sometimes displays
observable patches, suggesting partial distortion and disorder-
ing of the basic units of K after the exfoliation modification
(Figure 3D). For the HRTEM images of the β-CD/EXK
composite, the detected particles display massive agglomer-
ation properties with observable admixing between the EXK
gains and the blocky polymeric matrix of the β-CD (Figure
3E,F). These morphological features are significantly in
agreement with the scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images that show the flakes of K impeded and functionalized
with the polymer chains (Figure S1). This was reflected in the
measured surface areas of the evaluated structures. The surface
area increased from 10 m2/g for K to 80.2 and 85.7 m2/g for
EXK and β-CD/EXK, respectively.

2.2. Adsorption Studies. 2.2.1. Effect of pH. From pH 2
to pH 9, the influence of the solution’s pH on the MP
adsorption characteristics of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK as
efficient adsorbents has been examined. All of the afore-
mentioned laboratory experiments were completed successfully
after seriously maintaining all of the influential factors at the
specified levels [MP concentration: 100 mg/L; volume: 100
mL; solid dosage: 0.2 g/L; temperature: 20 °C; and time: 120
min]. The actually determined MP uptake capacities using K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK demonstrate substantial increases
corresponding to the increase in the implemented pH of the
tested polluted solutions from pH 2 (1.8 mg/g (K), 5.4 mg/g
(EXK), and 8.5 mg/g β-CD/EXK) toward pH 9 [57.4 mg/g
(K), 102.3 mg/g (EXK), and 120.2 mg/g (β-CD/EXK)]
(Figure 4). As a result, these types of structures have the ability
to operate as highly efficient adsorbents during real cleaning

Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of K (A), K after exfoliation (EXK) (B), β-
CD polymer (C), and β-CD/EXK composite (D).

Figure 3. HRTEM image of K (A), K after exfoliation (B−D), and synthetic β-CD/EXK composite (E,F).
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operations, according to the US EPA’s recommended pH
range for industrial wastewater (pH 6 to 9).43 The observed
behaviors are strongly correlated with the significant influence
of pH on the MP ionization behaviors and the dominating
charges on the outside surfaces of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK.44
The chemically active groups of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK were
continuing to deprotonate as the alkaline levels of MP
solutions escalated, and their outermost layers became totally
saturated with negative electrical charges.45 Since the exteriors
of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK are dominated by negative charges,
they act as centers for the electrostatic attractions for the
positively charged soluble molecules of MP.21 The established
pH values of these structures are in agreement with the

previously reported uptake behaviors of MP as a function of
solution pH [pH (ZPC) = 7 (K), 7.3 (EXK), and 6.4 (β-CD/
EXK)].

2.2.2. Effect of Contact Time. The experimental influence
of the MP uptake duration on the actually determined
capacities of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK has been examined
over a studied time range of 30−840 min. This was
accomplished after fixing the other affecting factors at certain
values [MP concentration: 100 mg/L; pH: 9; volume: 100 mL;
temperature: 20 °C; and solid dosage: 0.2 g/L]. The uptake
behaviors K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK as efficient adsorbents of
MP exhibit remarkable increases in terms of the detectable
uptake rates as well as the measured adsorbed MP quantities in
MP/g, together with the controlling rise of the duration of the
tests (Figure 5A). This observable enhancement effect of the
MP uptake behaviors using K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK can be
identified clearly up to 240 min. Following this contact
interval, neither the MP uptake rates nor the quantities of
adsorbed MP exhibited any noticeable changes or increments,
indicating states of stability known as adsorption equilibrium
states (Figure 5A). Throughout these stages, the MP
equilibrium absorption capacities of the K, EXK, and β-CD/
EXK particulates are 83.8 mg/g (K), 147.2 mg/g (EXK), and
186.2 mg/g (β-CD/EXK) (Figure 5A). The observable high
MP uptake rates and the rapid rises in the MP adsorbed
quantities have been triggered by the existence of numerous
free and reactive functional groups or uptake receptors on the
surfaces of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK during the starting
duration of the experiments.20 Prolonged MP absorption into
the receptors of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK results in their

Figure 4. Influence of the pH on the uptake of MP by K, EXK, and β-
CD/EXK.

Figure 5. Effect of the contact time on the uptake of MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK (A), the intraparticle diffusion curves of the MP uptake
results by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK (B), fitting of the MP adsorption results with the pseudo-first-order kinetic model (C), and fitting of the MP
adsorption results with the pseudo-second-order kinetic model (D).
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occupancy and consumption, which sharply reduces their
availability as the period of the experiments is increased. As a
result, following a specific time duration, the MP experimental
uptake rates drastically declined, and K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
exhibit ignored or no changes in their uptake characteristics.
After the MP had fully filled all of the receptors or the present
reactive sites, the equilibrium states of K, EXK, and β-CD/
EXK were identified.2

2.2.3. Intraparticle Diffusion Behavior. Intraparticle
diffusion curves for the MP uptake activities by K, EXK, and
β-CD/EXK establish three distinct segments that have various
slopes (Figure 5B). These obtained curves also show no
discernible crossings with the original points, demonstrating
the cooperation of more than one adsorption mechanism
alongside the effect of MP diffusion processes.44,46 The
operating mechanism might include (A) the adsorption of
MP by the distributed receptors on the outer surfaces of K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK (border), (B) intraparticle diffusion, and
(C) the operating reaction of the saturation and equilibrium
stages.47 The first stage demonstrates that the external MP
adsorption processes were the most effective mechanisms by
initiating the tests, and the efficiency of the MP uptake reaction
in this stage relies on the overall amounts of surficial active
receptors of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK (Figure 5B).48 By
prolonging the period, new stages were detected, which
indicates the effectiveness of different extra mechanisms known
as layered adsorption processes (Figure 5B).12,48 These other
mechanisms also involve the influence of MP diffusion
activities. Finally, it has been observed that the third and last
stages are predominant if K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK are in their
equilibrium states of MP adsorption. This demonstrates that
the sequestered MP molecules have fully filled or consumed all
the existing effective binding sites (Figure 5B).19,44 At this
stage, MP adsorption is controlled by a number of processes,
some of which may involve molecular interactions and/or
interionic attraction mechanisms.45

2.2.4. Kinetic Modeling. The kinetic properties of the MP
uptake operations via K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK have been
illustrated using the conventional kinetic assumptions of the
pseudo-first-order (P.F.) as well as pseudo-second-order (P.S.)
models. The level of agreement between the MP uptake
behaviors and the kinetic suggestions of the two models was
assessed based on the determined nonlinear fitting criteria with
their representative formulas according to both correlation
coefficient (R2) and Chi-squared (χ2) (Table 1 and Figure
5C,D). The obtained values of R2 coupled with χ2 revealed a
better fit of MP adsorption behaviors via K, EXK, and β-CD/
EXK with the kinetic functions and principles of the P.F.
model than those of the assessed P.S. model. The remarkable
agreement that existed between the experimentally established
capacities of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK at their equilibrium
states [83.8 (K), 147.2 (EXK), and 186.2 mg/g (β-CD/EXK)]
and the mathematically derived values [92.6 (K), 160.7 (EXK),
and 204.4 mg/g (β-CD/EXK)] confirmed previous kinetic
findings (Table 1). According to the kinetic basics of the P.F.
model, physical mechanisms, such as van der Waals forces
and/or electrostatic attraction, may have played the dominant
influence during the sequences of MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/
EXK.49,50 Even though the P.F. model’s formula for eliminating
MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK is more matched than the P.S.
model’s depicted formula, the uptake behaviors nevertheless
exhibit considerable agreement with the P.S. kinetics. There-
fore, it was predicted that a number of frequently occurring

weak chemical processes, such as chemical complexing,
hydrogen binding, hydrophobic interaction, and electron
sharing, would either have a supportive role or have minimal
impact on the uptake of MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK.44,49
A physical uptake the MP layer was developed after a
chemically adsorbed MP layer using the first one as the
substrate.51

2.2.5. Effect of MP Concentrations. Within the exper-
imentally evaluated range of 100−700 mg/L, the influence of
the starting MP concentrations was assessed to determine the
actual optimum capacities of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK in
addition to their equilibrium properties. The other uptake
factors were selected at specified values [solid dosage: 0.2 g/L;
time: 24 h; volume: 100 mL; and temperature: 298, 308, and
313 K]. The experimental quantities of MP adsorbed by K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK increased significantly at the higher
levels of MP starting concentrations (Figure 6A−C). The
elevated concentrations of MP ions within a given volume
caused a noticeable increase in their mobility, diffusion, and
driving forces, which improved their interactions and collision
chances with the majority of the existing free and active
receptors found on the exterior surfaces of K, EXK, and β-CD/
EXK. As a result, the effectiveness of the MP adsorption
processes by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK was greatly enhanced.31
The increase in the adsorbed quantities of MP in terms of the
adjusted starting concentration can be noticed up to the
specified examined values. Afterward, an increase in the
beginning MP concentrations has an ignored detrimental
impact on the quantities of its adsorbed molecules by K, EXK,
and β-CD/EXK, which distinguishes their equilibrium states
and attends to the actual maximal MP uptake capacities.
The equilibrium states in the existence of K that can be

recognized after 600 mg/L are associated with adsorption
capacities of 232.1 mg/g (298 K), 209.3 mg/g (308 K), and

Table 1. Mathematical Parameters of the Studied Kinetic
Models

material model parameters values

K pseudo-first-order K1 (1/min) 0.0057
Qe(Cal) (mg/g) 92.65
R2 0.91
X2 3.7

pseudo-second-order k2 (mg/g min) 3.6 × 10−5

Qe(Cal) (mg/g) 123.94
R2 0.89
X2 5.01

EXK pseudo-first-order K1 (1/min) 0.0063
Qe(Cal) (mg/g) 160.69
R2 0.93
X2 4.85

pseudo-second-order k2 (mg/g min) 2.5 × 10−5

Qe(Cal) (mg/g) 209.84
R2 0.90
X2 7.04

β-CD/EXK pseudo-first-order K1 (1/min) 0.0058
Qe(Cal) (mg/g) 204.44
R2 0.94
X2 5.4

pseudo-second-order k2 (mg/g min) 1.7 × 10−5

Qe(Cal) (mg/g) 270.49
R2 0.91
X2 8.005
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181.4 mg/g (313 K) (Figure 6A). For EXK, the detected
equilibrium capacities are 275.1 mg/g (298 K), 232.6 mg/g
(308 K), and 202.4 mg/g (313 K) (Figure 6B). For β-CD/
EXK, the equilibrium concentration is 500 mg/L and the
corresponding equilibrium adsorption capacities are 330.8 mg/
g (298 K), 270.6 mg/g (308 K), and 216.5 mg/g (313 K)
(Figure 6C). The notable high uptake abilities of β-CD/EXK
during the elimination of MP in versus K and EXK free
particles could be attributed to (1) the increased surface area,
(2) the substantial rise in the overall number of active sites
after the incorporation of the β-CD chains, and (3) the
significant improvement in the composite’s organophilicity
when compared to hydrophilic K and EXK. The observed
decrease in the adsorption of MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
in relation to the test temperature indicated that the reactions
were exothermic.

2.2.6. Giles’s Classification. The categorization of the MP
isotherm curves utilizing K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK based on the
ascribed criteria of Giles’ classification revealed that they
formed L-type equilibrium curves (Figure 6A−C). The L-type
equilibrium characteristics contribute to the significant and
powerful impacts caused by intermolecular attraction forces
throughout the adsorption processes of MP by the K, EXK,
and β-CD/EXK particles, together with the substantial
interaction between the MP molecules and the highly reactive
chemical structures of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK.52 A full
production of adsorbed MP monolayers on the outermost
surfaces of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK particles was also

potentially predicted based on L-type isotherm character-
istics.26 Furthermore, this isothermal behavior suggests the
formation of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK particles with numerous
types of both active and free uptake receptors that exhibit
substantial selectivity to the MP molecules throughout their
adsorption, particularly at low starting concentrations.

2.2.7. Classic Isotherm Models. The equilibrium sugges-
tions of the MP uptake behaviors by the K, EXK, and β-CD/
EXK particulates have been investigated according to the
isotherm concepts of the traditional Langmuir-, Freundlich-,
and Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) models. The concordance
between the equilibrium suggestions in every one of the
mentioned models and experimentally detected MP uptake
activities was evaluated depending on the marked nonlinear fit
levels with the relevant formulas of the individual models,
considering the R2 together with χ2 (Table 2 and Figure 6D−
L). The values of R2 and χ2 demonstrated a more favorable fit
of the MP uptake behaviors by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
particulates with the Langmuir isotherm’s concepts than with
the fundamental properties of the Freundlich assumptions
(Table 2 and Figure 6D−L). The Langmuir isotherm donates
the adsorption of MP homogeneously throughout the unfilled
and active uptake receptors of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
particulates in monolayer arrangements.49,50 Additionally, the
MP uptake performances by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
particulates have estimated RL values that are lower than 1,
showing that the reactions possess favorable properties.20,48

The expected maximal MP absorption capacities (Qmax) of K

Figure 6. Shows the impact of the starting MP concentrations on the uptake capacities of the studied adsorbents [(A) (K), (B) (EXK), and (C) (β-
CD/EXK)], fitting of the MP adsorption results with classic Langmuir model [(D) (K), (E) (EXK), and (F) (β-CD/EXK)], fitting of the MP
uptake results with classic Freundlich model [(G) (K), (H) (EXK), and (I) (β-CD/EXK)], and fitting of the MP adsorption results with classic D-
R model [(J) (K), (K) (EXK), and (L) (β-CD/EXK)].
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are 244.7 (298 K), 221.5 (308 K), and 189.1 mg/g (313 K),
and the computed values using EXK are 292.2 (298 K), 243.2
(308 K), and 203.3 mg/g (313 K). For β-CD/EXK, the
theoretical Qmax values are 351.9 mg/g (298 K), 287.6 mg/g
(303 K), and 222.2 mg/g (313 K) (Table 2).
The D-R model’s isotherm theories (Figure 6J−L) clarify

the energetic changes of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK particulates
during the sequestration of the MP, regardless of heterogeneity
or homogeneity.53 The Gaussian energy (E) as a mathematical
parameter from the D-R assessment approach is a key to
determining which types of MP uptake mechanisms (chemical
or physical) impact the adsorption processes. Adsorption
activities with E values of <8, 8−16, and >16 kJ/mol,
respectively, are indicative of the involvement of highly
physical, weak chemical, and/or complex physical/chemical
and influential chemical processes.20,53 The values that have
been determined for the E factor of MP uptake behaviors by K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK fall within the assumed energy levels
that were suggested for the physical procedures (<8 kJ/mol) in
agreement with the theoretical findings of the kinetic studies

(Table 2). The E values for the uptake of MP by the β-CD/
EXK composite match the suggested limits of physical
processes and roughly the specified range of complex
physical/chemical mechanisms or poor chemical processes as
well.

2.2.8. Advanced Isotherm Modeling. According to the
assumptions of statistical physics theory, the most recently
assessed advanced equilibrium models could greatly reveal the
distinctive features of the adsorption reactions with respect to
the adsorbent/adsorbate interfaces and the exterior aspects of
the mixed solid adsorbents. The fitting mathematical
components developed using such models, such as the
energetic and steric variables, may be employed to illustrate
the mechanistic steps. The steric variables comprised the
overall number of MP molecules occupied in each site (n (MP)),
the quantities of consumed sites by the MP on the surfaces of
K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK (Nm (MP)), and the uptake capacity of
K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK under the state of saturation
(Qsat (MP)). The energetic components were the internal energy
(Eint), free enthalpy (G), entropy (Sa), and MP absorption

Table 2. Mathematical Parameters of the Studied Classic Isotherm Models

298 K 308 K 313 K

K Langmuir model Qmax (mg/g) 244.79 221.56 189.15
b (L/mg) 3.03 × 10−8 2.7 × 10−8 3.9 × 10−8

R2 0.995 0.997 0.999
X2 0.69 0.33 0.02

Freundlich model 1/n 0.57 0.58 0.57
kF (mg/g) 283.76 258.92 217.65
R2 0.98 0.99 0.996
X2 1.97 1.38 0.574

D-R model β (mol2/KJ2) 0.011 0.012 0.0116
Qm (mg/g) 254.17 230.37 194.43
R2 0.98 0.983 0.99
X2 2.38 1.86 0.87
E (kJ/mol) 6.74 6.45 6.56

EXK Langmuir model Qmax (mg/g) 292.25 243.2 203.29
b (L/mg) 1.5 × 10−5 5.2 × 10−6 2.2 × 10−7

R2 0.997 0.998 0.999
X2 0.056 0.049 0.038

Freundlich model 1/n 0.67 0.59 0.48
kF (mg/g) 313.74 259.76 213.45
R2 0.99 0.99 0.99
X2 0.43 0.513 0.185

D-R model β (mol2/KJ2) 0.0081 0.0083 0.0092
Qm (mg/g) 272.3 235.18 209.59
R2 0.97 0.98 0.99
X2 1.55 0.67 0.037
E (kJ/mol) 7.85 7.76 7.37

β-CD/EXK Langmuir model Qmax (mg/g) 351.97 287.5 222.2
b (L/mg) 1.8 × 10−5 9.3 × 10−6 8.9 × 10−7

R2 0.999 0.998 0.999
X2 0.064 0.16 0.017

Freundlich model 1/n 0.66 0.61 0.5
kF (mg/g) 378.7 308.8 231.6
R2 0.998 0.995 0.998
X2 0.29 0.47 0.31

D-R model β (mol2/KJ2) 0.0067 0.0081 0.0086
Qm (mg/g) 330.35 275.24 225.26
R2 0.98 0.982 0.99
X2 1.53 1.18 0.16
E (kJ/mol) 8.63 7.85 7.62
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energy (E). A mathematical model of MP uptake activities has
been carried out based on nonlinear fits using the
corresponding equations of these models. This was done via
the use of multivariable nonlinear regression modeling and the
Levenberg−Marquardt iterative approach. On the basis of the
revealed fitting degrees, a monolayer model with one energy
site was implemented to characterize the MP adsorption
processes by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK (Table 3 and Figure
7A−C).

2.2.8.1. Steric Properties. Number of adsorbed MP (n (MP))
per each site: The numerical results of the n (MP) factor greatly
imply the orientation (vertical or horizontal) of the pesticide
molecules that were adsorbed on the exteriors of K, EXK, and
β-CD/EXK, in addition to their significance about the
controlling mechanistic activities (multi-docking versus multi-
interactions). One MP molecule is sequestered by several
adsorption sites in horizontal arrangements in those processes,
which are most influenced by multi-anchorage or multi-
docking mechanisms. Processes that display values beyond 1,
2, or more MP molecules can be captured by only one active
site in nonparallel and vertical orientations, and these uptake
activities are mainly mediated by multi-ionic mechanistic
operations.20,54 The observed n (MP) values for K (n (MP) =
3.16−3.22), EXK (n (MP) = 2.17−3.2), and β-CD/EXK (n (MP)
= 2.16−2.78) are more than 1 (Figure 7D−F and Table 3). As
a result, the MP molecules were taken up via multimolecular
mechanistic processes, whereby each uptake site of the
adsorbents could receive up to 4 ions (K and EXK) and 3
molecules (β-CD/EXK), which were oriented vertically in
nonparallel properties.
In terms of temperature effects, the computed n (MP) values

of K demonstrate detectable declination as the tested
temperature increases from 298 to 313 K (Figure 7D−F).
This was ascribed to the expected decrease in MP aggregation

properties during its uptake on the K structure under high
temperature conditions.31 This behavior was reversed during
the uptake processes by both EXK and β-CD/EXK as the
values increased considerably after a regular increase in the
temperature. This suggested a significant impact of the
exfoliation and polymeric hybridization processes on the
surface properties and reactivity of the obtained products.
This might result in a notable increase in the aggregation
affinities of MP molecules on the surfaces of EXK and β-CD/
EXK. This further demonstrates the existence of thermal
(energetic) activating processes before MP is captured on the
exterior of K.17,55

Occupied active sites density (Nm): The density of the MP-
occupied sites (Nm (MP)) of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
substantially represents the total quantity of the free and
efficient adsorption receptors across the exteriors of its
nanoparticles during the reaction (Figure 7G−I and Table
3). The computed Nm (MP) values for K are 75.78 mg/g (298
K), 68.64 mg/g (308 K), and 59.78 mg/g (313 K) (Figure
7G). These values enhanced greatly after the exfoliation
modifications (EXK) to be 134.46 mg/g (298 K), 101.5 mg/g
(308 K), and 67.31 mg/g (313 K) (Figure 7H). Furthermore,
the existence of the active sites was greatly enhanced after the
integration of the β-CD polymer (β-CD/EXK) to be 162.35
mg/g (298 K), 125.11 mg/g (308 K), and 79.73 mg/g (313 K)
(Figure 7I and Table 3). These findings confirm a significant
increase in the total number of existing reactive sites after the
exfoliation modification of K, forming single nanosheets, and
the combination of EKX and β-CD polymers, producing the β-
CD/EXK composite. This has been attributed primarily to the
corresponding increase in surface area, exposure of the siloxane
active chemical groups, and the insertion of extra active
functional sites following the development of the composite, all
of which induced an interactive interface that existed between
the MP solutions and the surfaces of the EXK and β-CD/EXK
composite. Regarding the effects of temperature, the Nm (MP)
values of EXK and β-CD/EXK exhibit reversible correlations
with temperature (Figure 7G−I and Table 3). This is
compatible with earlier reported n (MP) values since an increase
in aggregation affinities of MP reduces the overall number of
filled adsorption sites, together with the influence of temper-
ature on the dominating status of the existing active sites.17,56

Adsorption capacity at the saturation state of (Qsat): The
maximum uptake capacities are best predicted by the MP
adsorption characteristics of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK in their
saturation (Qsat) status. The realized density of the occupied
sites (Nm) and the overall quantity of MP molecules attracted
by each site (n) have a significant effect on the results of Qsat.
As a potential adsorbent of MP, K has computed Qsat values of
244.69 (298 K), 221.5 (308 K), and 189.08 mg/g (313 K)
(Figure 7J and Table 3). Regarding the exfoliated product
(EXK), it has potential enhanced uptake capacities up to 291.7
mg/g (298 K), 242.5 mg/g (308 K), and 203.3 mg/g (313 K)
(Figure 7K and Table 3). This enhancement increased
significantly after the hybridization of EXK with β-CD to be
350.6 mg/g (298 K), 286.5 mg/g (308 K), and 221.6 mg/g
(313 K) (Figure 7L and Table 3). The exothermic character-
istics of MP uptake activities by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK have
been concluded from the temperature’s adverse effects (Figure
6I−L and Table 4). Additionally, this demonstrated the
accelerating impact of the uptake temperature on the thermal
collision properties of the reaction system, which results in a
reduction in the efficiency of MP adsorption.54 Additionally,

Table 3. Mathematical Parameters of the Studied Advanced
Isotherm Model

advanced isotherm model

steric and energetic parameters
298 K 308 K 313 K

K R2 0.995 0.997 0.999
X2 0.69 0.33 0.021
n 3.229 3.227 3.163
Nm (mg/g) 75.78 68.64 59.78
QSat (mg/g) 244.69 221.5 189.08
C1/2 (mg/L) 222.61 220.65 218.96
ΔE (kJ/mol) −9.39 −8.49 −8.03

EXK R2 0.993 0.994 0.995
X2 0.0568 0.0492 0.038
n 2.17 2.39 3.02
Nm (mg/g) 134.46 101.5 67.31
QSat (mg/g) 291.77 242.52 203.27
C1/2 (mg/L) 165.56 160.78 158.34
ΔE (kJ/mol) −8.67 −7.68 −7.18

β-CD/EXK R2 0.999 0.998 0.997
X2 0.064 0.16 0.017
n 2.16 2.29 2.78
Nm (mg/g) 162.35 125.11 79.73
QSat (mg/g) 350.67 286.5 221.64
C1/2 (mg/L) 156.58 154.11 148.04
ΔE (kJ/mol) −8.53 −7.57 −7.01
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the resulting Qsat qualities as a result of uptake temperature
show remarkable agreement with the earlier reported behaviors
of Nm as in contrast to those of n, implying that the active sites
are the essential and control regulators of the effectiveness of
MP adsorption rather than the potential capacity of each active
site.

2.2.8.2. Energetic Properties. Adsorption energy: The
energies (ΔE) of MP uptake processes may reliably suggest
the type that regulates mechanisms, either chemical or

physical. Chemical mechanisms have energies more than 80
kJ/mol, whereas physical reactions have energies less than 40
kJ/mol. The physically occurring mechanistic activities are
further divided into many different categories based on the
adsorption energy levels. These involve hydrogen binding (<30
kJ/mol), the attraction of van der Waals (4−10 kJ/mol),
dipole binding forces (2−29 kJ/mol), coordinating exchange
(40 kJ/mol), and hydrophobic binding (5 kJ/mol).31,57 The
measured values of the MP uptake energies (E) have been

Figure 7. Shows fitting of the MP adsorption results of MP with an advanced monolayer model of one energy [(A) (K), (B) (EXK), and (C) (β-
CD/EXK)], changes in the number of adsorbed MP molecules per each active site [(D) (K), (E) (EXK), and (F) (β-CD/EXK)], changes in the
active site density during the uptakes of MP [(G) (K), (H) (EXK), and (I) (β-CD/EXK)], and changes in the dyes adsorption capacities during
the saturation states [(J) (K), (K) (EXK), and (L) (β-CD/EXK)].
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determined mathematically via eq 1 utilizing the measured
solubility of MP in the water solution (S), gas constant (R =
0.008314 kJ/mol·K), MP concentrations during the half

saturation states of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK, and absolute
temperature (T)58
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The energies estimated for MP sequestration by K and EXK
are within the range of −9.39 to −8.03 and −9.38 to −16.49
kJ/mol, respectively (Table 3), while the estimated values for
β-CD/EXK varied from −8.53 to −7.01 kJ/mol (Table 4).
Therefore, the absorption of MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK
was mainly mediated by physical processes that include the
forces of dipole binding forces (2 to 29 kJ/mol), van der Waals
(4 to 10 kJ/mol), and hydrogen bonding (30 kJ/mol).
Furthermore, the negative signs of the computed values of E
for the capturing of MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK correlate
with the results of the tests regarding the exothermic properties
of the occurring process.
Entropy: The entropy (Sa) of the MP uptake behaviors by K,

EXK, and β-CD/EXK readily reveals the order and disorder
characteristics of the surfaces of their particles under the
impact of different evaluated concentrations of MP in addition

Table 4. Comparison between the Addressed β-CD/EXK as
Adsorbent and Other Evaluated Materials in Literature

adsorbents Qmax (mg/g) references

MP
activated carbon 104.9 60
zeolite-A 83.4 61
Senegal River Typha Australis 7.67 62
βeta-CD 42.3 61
clay soil 12.4 63
CD/ZA composite 368.7 61
chitosan 23.2 64
red soil 8.6 63
cellulose 77.9 64
Fe0-CH/CF 237.8 64
K 244.69 this study
EXK 291.77 this study
β-CD/EXK 350.67 this study

Figure 8. Shows changes in the entropy properties during the uptake of MP[(A) (K), (B) (EXK), and (C) (β-CD/EXK)], changes in the internal
energy properties during the uptake of MP [(D) (K), (E) (EXK), and (F) (β-CD/EXK)], and changes in the enthalpy properties during the uptake
of MP [(G) (K), (H) (EXK), and (I) (β-CD/EXK)].
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to the addressed temperature. Considering the earlier
determined values for Nm and n, in addition to the MP
concentrations at the half-saturation phases of K, EXK, and β-
CD/EXK (C1/2), the Sa characteristics were highlighted
according to eq 2
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The analyzed curves demonstrate that the magnitudes of the
entropy (Sa) values decrease dramatically during the uptake of
MP by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK in the context of very high
MP concentrations. This trend demonstrates the remarkable
reduction in disorder properties of the surfaces of K, EXK, and
β-CD/EXK with rising the analyzed MP concentrations
(Figure 8A−C). These entropy properties also support the
effective docking of the MP into the existing active sites of K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK, as well as free binding receptors at low
concentrations of the pesticide molecules.56,58 At equilibrium
concentrations of 222.61 mg/L (298 K), 220.65 mg/L (308
K), and 218.96 mg/L (313 K), entropy maximal values were
observed during the sequestration of MP by K (Figure 8A).
The calculated values for the equivalent equilibrium concen-
trations of maximal entropy utilizing EXK are 165.56 mg/g at
298 K, 160.78 mg/g at 308 K, and 158.34 mg/g at 313 K
(Figure 8B). The determined maximum values of entropy for
the use of β-CD/EXK as an adsorbent for MP are 153.58 mg/
L (298 K), 154.11 mg/L (308 K), and 148.04 mg/L (313 K)
(Figure 8C). These equilibrium values fairly match the MP
concentrations that are supposed to exist under the half-
saturation conditions of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK. As a
consequence, additional MP molecules cannot dock on their
free sites. Furthermore, the significant declines in noticed
entropy values indicated a significant decline in the number of
free sites as well as a noticeable decrease in the freedom and
mobility properties of the MP ions.59

Internal energy and free enthalpy: The internal energy (Eint)
that corresponds to the MP uptake operations via K, EXK, and
β-CD/EXK as well as free enthalpy (G) aspects and their
modifications as a direct consequence of differences in the MP
concentrations and acted temperature have been assessed
employing the parameters provided by eqs 3 and 4,
respectively, depending on the already established Nm, n, and
C1/2 in the context of the translation partition (Zv)
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The calculated Eint values for the MP adsorption processes
by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK are negative, and these findings
reveal a drastic decrease once the examined temperature is
increased from 298 to 303 K (Figure 8D−F). As a result, K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK’s MP uptake processes exhibit more
spontaneous in addition to exothermic characteristics. For the

predetermined enthalpy values, similar behaviors and charac-
teristics were observed (Figure 8G−I). The G values are
negative and possess a reversible correlation with the actual
uptake temperature, which denotes a drop in the feasibility
features and confirms the spontaneous and exothermic activity
of the MP uptake by K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK (Figure 7K,L).

2.2.9. Recyclability. The evaluation of solid-adsorbent
materials for commercial as well as practical remediation
activities necessitates the consideration of their recycling
capacity and reusability characteristics as crucial factors. The β-
CD/EXK particulates that were used in the MP adsorption
experiments were thoroughly rinsed with distilled water over
three cycles. Each cycle took approximately 15 min to
complete. Subsequently, the materials were carefully dried
for a duration of 10 h at a temperature of 50 °C. The studies
were conducted using consistent values for the independent
variables, including solid dose (0.2 g/L), time (24 h), volume
(100 mL), temperature (298 K), and concentration (200 mg/
L). The observed outcomes obtained from the conducted
recyclability experiments provide evidence for the notable
stability of β-CD/EXK as a prospective adsorbent for MP and
MG organic molecules, depending on the examined concen-
trations. The MP adsorption capacities achieved with β-CD/
EXK were as follows: 186.2 mg/g in Run 1, 182.3 mg/g in Run
2, 171.4 mg/g in Run 3, 163.2 mg/g in Run 4, and 151.4 mg/g
in Run 5. The observed decline in the adsorption effectiveness
of β-CD/EXK with increasing reusability tests can be
attributed to a partial reduction in the mass of the dosage as
a result of the washing procedures.

2.2.10. Comparison Study. The potential adsorption
effectiveness of β-CD/EXK as an adsorbent of MP compounds
was evaluated by considering the individual characteristics of
its combined parts in their individual phases (β-CD, K, and
EXK) (Table 4). The findings of this study indicate that β-
CD/EXK exhibits a significantly greater capacity when
compared with β-CD, K, and EXK. This observation highlights
the importance of the exfoliation and blend techniques in
improving the adsorption elimination of MP. These improve-
ments can be attributed to the increased surface area, greater
number of active sites for adsorption, and enhanced organic
affinities of the K surface. Furthermore, the synthetic β-CD/
EXK exhibits better performance compared to the majority of
the inorganic and organic adsorbents that have been declared
(Table 4). The aforementioned substances comprise activated
carbon, cellulose, red soil, chitosan, synthetic zeolite, and clay
soil. The previous assertion confirms the efficiency of the
obtained β-CD/EXK structure as it serves as an environ-
mentally friendly adsorbent with remarkable adsorption
capacity, profitable recyclability, straightforward synthesis
methods, cost-effectiveness, abundant precursor materials,
and few production byproducts. Hence, the utilization of the
β-CD/EXK composite and multifunctional structure has
promising efficacy in the practical application of decontaminat-
ing dangerous organic contaminants from wastewater.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The adsorption activities of synthetic β-CD hybridized
exfoliated kaolinite (β-CD/EXK) as an adsorbent for MP
pesticide were assessed considering the synergetic enhance-
ment impact of the exfoliation process (EXK) as well as the
polymer integration (β-CD) as compared to raw K. The β-
CD/EXK composite revealed remarkable improved uptake
behavior (350.6 mg/g) as compared to EXK (291.7 mg/g) and
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K (244.7 mg/g). The MP adsorption properties of β-CD/EXK,
in addition to the controlling mechanisms, were studied based
on the isotherm principals of conventional Langmuir and the
significance of advanced monolayer models with one site of
energy. The steric parameters validated an observable increase
in the total quantities of the existing active sites after the
exfoliation step (EXK) (134.4 mg/g) and the integration of the
β-CD polymer (162.3 mg/g) as compared to K (75.7 mg/g).
This illustrates the significantly greater MP uptake capacities of
β-CD/EXK than EXK and K. Furthermore, the detected
number of sequestrated MP (up to 3 molecules) demonstrated
its uptake via multimolecular mechanisms in vertical arrange-
ments. The evaluated MP uptake energy (<40 kJ/mol) in
addition to the thermodynamic functions validates the
exothermic, physical, and spontaneous nature of the MP
uptake reactions.

4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
4.1. Materials. The K powder implemented throughout the

synthesis processes of individual EXK nanosheets was
employed as a purified material and was provided directly
from Egypt’s Central Metallurgical and Development Institute.
Methanol (>99.9%; Sigma-Aldrich; Egypt), dimethyl sulfoxide
solution (DMSO) (>99.5%; Sigma-Aldrich; Egypt), and
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide powder (CTAB) (>98.8%;
Sigma-Aldrich; Egypt) were implemented as the essential
chemicals during the sonochemical exfoliation steps. Analytical
grade β-CD powder (>85%; MW 1153 g/mol; Sigma-Aldrich;
Egypt) and analytical grade ethanol (95%; Sigma-Aldrich;
Egypt) were implemented during the synthesis of the
composite with the EXK particles. MP (99.9%, Riedel-de
Haen; Germany) was applied as the source of the polluted
solution during the adsorption studies.

4.2. Synthesis of Exfoliated Kaolinite Nanosheets
(EXK). The layered units of K have been exfoliated using a
simple sonochemical expansion technique. A ball mill was used
to grind K for approximately 6 h, resulting in a fine powder
with a size range of 20−100 nm. The pulverized K (15 g) was
then extensively homogenized in 50 mL of a slightly dilute
DMSO solution [8 (DMSO):1 (distilled water)] throughout a
period of 5 h using conventional magnetic stirring equipment.
This process must be performed to breakdown the hydrogen
bonds that are holding the stratified, layered silicate units
together. The resultant (DMSO-intercalated K layers) was
then rinsed using methanol for 20 min, and this step was
replicated five times to entirely get rid of the embedded
DMSO molecules and replace them with the molecules of the
used alcohol, yielding an organophilic structure that is referred
to as methoxy K (MthK). For 48 h, the developed MthK fine
particles were thoroughly homogenized in a formerly produced
CTAB solution (20 g CTAB + 50 mL distilled water) utilizing
a combination blending system consisting of a magnetic stirrer
alongside a high-energy ultrasound radiation source (240 W),
triggering K exfoliation or splitting into individual and single
nanosheets (EXK). Afterward, the newly produced EXK
nanoparticles were carefully rinsed using distilled water and
then dried gently at 65 °C for 12 h.

4.3. Synthesis of β-CD/EXK. The combination of EXK
nanostructures with the β-CD has been completed in
accordance with the approach outlined by Altoom et al.40

The certain weight of β-CD (1 g) was dispersed and
homogenized in about 80 mL of pure ethanol over a period
of 3 h employing a magnetic stirring device (1000 rpm),

resulting in a slurry-like fluid. In an interconnected experiment,
2 g of already developed EXK fractions have been added to
100 mL of distilled water and mixed for 60 min while rotating
at 1000 rpm and under ultrasound power of 240 W. The
resulting EXK slurry and β-CD solution were then combined,
and the mixing process was carried out by a magnetic stirrer (at
1000 rpm) for a period of 24 h. The remaining solution was
subsequently homogenized another time using an ultrasound
generator (240 W) for an additional 24 h. The hybrid
particulates were then gently filtered from the mixture using
Whatman filter paper (40 μm). The resultant β-CD/EXK
product had been rinsed using distilled water to neutralize its
surface and finally dried for 12 h at 60 °C prior to being
employed in the following tests.

4.4. Analytical Techniques. The degree of crystallization
and the crystalline phases have been identified by utilizing a
PANalytical-Empyrean X-ray diffractometer. The utilized
apparatus is equipped with Cu-Kα radiation, and the analyses
were performed within the angular range of 5−70°. The
scanning rate employed was 5°/min, while a constant voltage
of 40 kV was maintained during the procedure. The chemical
structures of EXK and β-CD/EXK, as well as the produced
transitional materials, were distinguished by using a FT-IR
spectrometer (FTIR8400S; Shimadzu). This measurement’s
detecting range of frequencies was 400 to 4000 cm−1. The
investigation was performed following the adjustment of the
setup conditions at a resolution of 4 cm−1 and a total of 37
scans. The SEM photos (Gemini, Zeiss Ultra 55) were
gathered immediately after the fabricated clay structures had
been topped with a thin sheet of gold using various
accelerating voltages ranging from 5 to 30 kV. A transmission
electron microscope (JEOL-JEM2100) was utilized for
gathering the HRTEM images, which were subsequently
employed to evaluate the internal characteristics of both
EXK and β-CD/EXK at an acceleration voltage of around 200
kV. Using a surface area analyzer (Beckman Coulter SA3100),
both the porosity and surface area of EXK and β-CD/EXK
were evaluated, depending on their correlated N2 adsorption
and desorption isotherms.

4.5. Adsorption Studies. The adsorption procedures of
MP using K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK have been performed as a
batch study employing frequently applied experimental
variables such as pH (2 to 9), adsorption duration (30 to
840 min), and MP concentration (100 to 700 mg/L) together
with regular variation in the experimental temperature from
298 to 313 K. Additionally, the other main experimental key
parameters were selected at certain and adjusted values
throughout the study [volume: 100 mL and solid dosage: 0.2
g/L]. The experimental approach was assessed in triplicate by
using the mean values of all determined concentrations and the
estimated calculations and findings. After the equilibrium
period for all of the adsorption examinations, the solid
particulates of K, EXK, and β-CD/EXK were separated from
the implemented MP solutions using Whatman filter paper.
The rest of the concentrations of MP have been determined
using a HPLC system (Merck/Hitachi) that consisted of an
injection valve (Rheodyne 7725i), a pump (L-7100), a
detector (L-7400), a Luna column (150 mm × 4.6 mm),
and a sample loop (20 mL). The stationary phase of the HPLC
column (Phenomenex, Torrance, USA) is made of PFP having
a thickness of 5 mm. The MP adsorption capacities (Qe) of K,
EXK, and β-CD/EXK in mg/g were calculated using eq 5,
considering also the treated MP volume (V), the dosages of K,
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EXK, and β-CD/EXK (m), the initial MP concentration (Co),
and the rest MP concentration (Ce)

Q
C C V

m
( )

e(mg/g)
o e=

(5)

4.6. Theoretical Traditional and Advanced Equili-
brium Studies. The adsorption experiments were theoret-
ically modeled using classical kinetic, classic isotherm, and
advanced isotherm modeling based on statistical physics
hypotheses (Table S1). The kinetic and classic equilibrium
modeling were conducted using nonlinear fitting procedures
utilizing the theoretical formulas of these models and the
resultant values of R2 (eq 5a) in addition to χ2 (eq 6). The
fitting levels of the adsorption processes with the evaluated
advanced equilibrium models were determined using R2 and
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) (eq 7). The m′, p, Qical,
and Qiexp symbols represent the obtained experimental results,
investigated factors, assumed MP adsorption, and validated
adsorption capacity, respectively
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q q

q q
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2 e,exp e,cal
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q q
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m
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